
Accelerate Your Event Prosperity! 

5 Things You Must Be Clear On . . . 
BEFORE Your Next Live or Virtual Event 



Hi, I’m MaryAnn D’Ambrosio, The Y.E.S. Prosperity Coach –  founder 
and chief inspiration officer of LeapWithoutLimits.com.  I’ve been 
helping people, for over a decade, take inspired action to create radical 
results in their lives and businesses.   As someone who energetically 
aligns individuals with results for a living, it’s important to get the word 
out about the 5 “secret” success elements that have worked for me 
personally and for my clients.   
 
As you integrate the 5 essential success elements into your business, I 
would love to hear your results.  I invite you to post a comment on the 
Leap Without Limits Facebook Fan Page and be the inspiration for 
others.  



Congratulations . . .  
on taking the leap to host or speak at a “live” or virtual event!  

This guidebook contains 5 Essential Success Elements you must be 
clear on before your next event. Whether you’re a seasoned host and 
presenter or this is your first event - you’ll want to integrate all 5 
Success Elements into your business.  This way - you’ll energetically 
align to create your most prosperous event, ever!  
 
Here’s to your success!   
 
 



What type of event experience do you 
want to intentionally create for YOU . . . 
    Your audience . . . 
        Your speakers . . . 
           Your sponsors . . . 
              Your support team . . . 
                 Your joint venture partners? 

Success Element 1 

Remember to think in terms of the big picture to be in complete 
alignment with who you are and what your business brand represents!  

Create An Experience . . . 



 AUDIENCE  SPEAKERS 

 JOINT VENTURE 
PARTNERS 

 SUPPORT TEAM 

 YOU 

The Experience You Want to Create For . . . 

Write it 
down!   



Success Element 2 
Identify Your Why!  

Why do you want to create this event?   
 
Note:  What’s the compelling reason?  If it’s only for “the money” without a 
linkage to a bigger purpose – there’s a high probability your results will be 
less than stellar.  Your “why” feeds the other Success Elements! 

Support a Favorite Charity! Take your family on Dream Vacation to . . . 

It’s time to step-up and play bigger! 

Your people have been asking for it! 

Partner and play with inspirational leaders!  

You’ve always wanted to . . . 



Your “why” for this event is  . . . 



Declare An Intent 
  
There’s tremendous power in setting an intent for your event. An intent is 
more than a goal . . . it’s the driving force that fuels the overall experience 
and results for you and your participants.  
 
Intent means knowing what you want to experience and directing your 
actions toward that outcome. By stating an intent, you gain the support of 
your subconscious mind to create the prosperous event that aligns with you.  
 
To create and declare your power-filled intent for your event, use the 
“Experience” & “Why” elements you identified in the prior 2 Success 
Element activities.   

Success Element 3 



My Intent for the event is . . . 	




Success Element 4 

Who	  or	  What	  
Inspires	  You?	


Amazing transformational results take place 
for you and the people you connect with when 
you tap the energy of inspiration.   

Tap into Inspiration Daily 

For Daily Inspiration check out . . . 
FlashcardsForTheSoul.com   



Inspiration . . . the energy that fuels creative genius. 

Explore what inspires you and tap into it 
often. Inspiration can easily moves you 
through rocky terrain -  especially when 
you’re feeling uncreative, uncomfortable, 
stuck or overwhelmed. 
 

Who or What Inspires YOU? 



YOUR Energy Matters 
Success Element 5 

The 5th Success Element is the game 
changer!  Your energy matters ... how you’re 
“being” or showing-up in each moment on 
stage (and in your life) has a direct impact on 
performance results and prosperity.   
 
There is more to “being” than just having a 
positive attitude or success mindset. It’s 
about aligning your energetic bodies (yes, you 
have more than one) with creative energy. All it 
takes is . . . awareness and practice to add 
more prosperity, grace and ease into your life 
and business.   



YOUR Energy Matters 
Success Element 5 

In the presence of aligned creative energy 
you experience . . . confidence, enthusiasm, 
and innovation that super charges inspired 
action to dramatically increase platform 
performance and prosperity.  
 
Whether you’re new to event speaking or a 
seasoned host and presenter, are you ready to 
leap now?  Align and energize the results of 
your next event with Y.E.S. Prosperity Coach,   
MaryAnn D’Ambrosio!   
 
Visit:  LeapWithoutLimits.com/align 

“Listen, are you breathing just a little, and calling it a life?”    
~ Mary Oliver       



Implement . . .  

Experience Radical Results!  


